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An early concern in fast reactor safety was that the positive Doppler
coefficient of fissile material was a significant effect and was responsible
for the positive temperature coefficient of EBR'-I, which led to meltdown of
the core/1^ However, this temperature coefficient was established to be due
•to readily corrected thermomechanical effects^ , and there has been little
concern subsequently about either a positive Doppler coefficient or about fast
reactor stability.

Another primary concern for early, metal-fueled fast reactors was the
possibility of gravity collapse of the molten core. Analytical methods such
as Bethe^-Tait'^ did not model core disruptive processes in any detail but it
was always the goal of safety analysts to provide at least an upper bound to
energy release.

As reactors became larger, it became apparent that this process would
lead to unacceptably large energy releases, providing an incentive for more
detailed modeling. This led, for example, in the US to the development for
description of the initiation phase of core disruptive accidents (CDA's) of
the SAS^ ' and MELT^5' series of codes, and in the UK of the FRAX(6' code
series. Ultimate energy release calculations were typically obtained by
eventual switch to hydrodynamics codes such as VENUS*8' or EXTRA''°' The
furtherest development to date in hydrodynamics codes is represented by
SIMMER-IP 9 ), which has capabilities greatly exceeding those of the VENUS
codes including modeling of solid, liquid, and gaseous phases. It still needs
to be preceded by an initiation phase calculation.

.As fast reactor safety analysis developed, the importance of reactivity
effects other than gravity fuel slumping became evident. These included the
effects of sodium voiding, discovered to be positive for Pu-fueled cores, of
the Doppler effect, large for oxide-fueled reactors, of molten clad motion,
and of inpin fuel motion. With the more realistic treatment provided by the
newer codes, particularly including incoherence effects, and also because of
the effect of the Doppler coefficient of reactivity, ramp rates for these
processes tended not to be large enough to lead to energy releases large
enough to threaten containment integrity. A possible exception is the loss-
of-flow driven transient-overpower (LOF-TOP) effect, in which TOP events occur
in lower power subassemblies as a result of a power rise in a LOF accident.
In the US the probability of LOF-TOP events has been reduced by adopting
radially heterogenous designs, reducing the positive sodium void effect and
forcing the core to be more completely voided at the attainment of prompt
critical conditions. Howsver, calculations with the LEVITATE module of the
recently developed SAS^A code systenr ' indicate that the reactivity effect of
inpin fuel motion in the intact upper and lower stubs of higher powered pins,
not previously modeled, can negate this advantage to some extent. Although
there are as yst no experiments directly confirming this phenomenon, it seems
plausible physically and needs to be given serious consideration.

For the TOP accident, fuel motion modeling as embodied in such codes ai
EPIC(10) a n d pLuT02

t1J showed that if pin failure oocured at or near the top
of the core, consistent with higher clad temperatures, a benign outcome was
assured. In the USNRC safety evaluation of the CRBR'*2)f core top failure was
not considered a sufficiently reliable assumption. However, even with
midplane failure no autocatalytic power rise occurred for plausible reactivity
addition rates.



As the newer codes tended to give more benign results for the initiation
phase of CDA's, more attention has been focused on the transition to extensive
gradual core melting. Key questions are whether in this transition sufficient
fuel will be ejected from the core to preclude recriticality, and if such
•reassembly does occur whether it could lead to unacceptably high energy
release. No code currently exists enabling this process to be followed in
complete detail. In a successful argument of the CRBR safety case^12-, USNRC
consultants combined SAS3D initiation phase calculations with phenomenological
arguments and SIMMER II calculations to analyze this process. It was
concluded in this analysis that sufficient fuel would be removed from the core
in the course of meltdown to prevent formation of a whole-core pool, but that
even if such a pool formed, the resulting energetics would be tolerable. An
important factor in this latter result was that the highest ramp rates were
associated with the formation of single-phase regions, which yielded quick
expansion shutdown with little energy release.

In the US fast reactor program emphasis is currently focussed on design
of inherently safe reactors, with enhancement if required of safety
characteristics by such devices as use of extended flow-coastdown and
enhancement of the thermal expansion coefficient of control rod drives. It is
ironic that in this context a large negative Doppler coefficient is now seen
as a disadvantage as it provides a positive effect as power decreases in a LOF
accident without scram.
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